
ICE PLANT, FIRE SPINNER (LATIN: DELOSPERMA) Stunning tri-colored flowers cover a tight, fast 
spreading mat of succulent, apple green foliage that maintains its sheen 
through winter. Dense foliage mat, 2 in. tall, 12 to 18 in. wide; 4 in. tall, 
in bloom. Prolific blooms in spring, reblooming throughout summer. A 
hardy, heat loving, non-invasive groundcover Full sun to part shade   
Zone 5-10                                                  

 

 

IRIS WATER, YELLOW FLAG (LATIN: PSEUDACORUS) Beautiful bright yellow flowers, with a darker 
yellow zone and brown or violet veining on each fall, bloom in late 
spring to early summer on rigid, upright, branched stalks. It grows in 
expanding clumps to 3-4’ tall and to 30” wide. Full sun to part shade  
Zone 5-9               

 

 

IRIS, AZUMA KAGAMI (LATIN: ENSATA) The Japanese irises offer the largest flowers of all iris 
groups with very interesting color combinations. Azuma Kagami has 
bluish white flowers with fine, lilac veins and purple stamens. Grows up 
to 2 ½ ft. tall and 1 ½ wide.  Full sun  Zone 4-9       
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IRIS, BLACK GAMECOCK (LATIN: LOUISIANA) The large, dramatic black to purple flowers of this 
plant grows up to 6 inches across. The Black Gamecock can get as tall as 
3' and may have a spread of 24-36". Full sun   Zone 5

 

 

 

IRIS, BLUE MOON (LATIN: SIBERICA) Beautiful, bright violet-blue blooms with contrasting 
deep purple centers are produced on remarkably strong, tall, arched 
flowering stems from June to July. This is a magnificent, highly prized 
Siberian iris which forms a dense clump and can get to 24-36” tall. Part 
shade to sun  Zone 4     

 

     

 

IRIS, BEARDED, ASSTD. VAR. (LATIN: GERMANICA) Bearded Iris are identified by the conspicuous 
"beards" on each of the falls of the blossoms. Bearded Iris offers an 
astounding array of colors and color combinations blooming in your 
garden from early spring to early summer. They grow with an average 
height of 2.5’ tall.  Full sun to part shade  Zone 3-8    
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IRIS, BUTTER AND SUGAR (LATIN: SIBERICA) Butter and Sugar produces flowers with white 

standards and bright yellow falls.  Arching, narrow, grass-like, linear, 
blue-green leaves form a vase-shaped foliage clump to 2’ tall. Flowering 
stems rise above the foliage to 3’ tall in May-June. Full sun to part 
shade   Zone 3        

 

 

IRIS, CAESAR’S BROTHER (LATIN: SIBERICA) This tall Siberian iris produces deep purple flowers in 
late spring on rigid stems which rise to 40" high above a clump of 
arching, narrow, grass-like, linear leaves. Clumps will grow together and 
snuff out weeds. Full sun to part shade  Zone 3-8  

 

 

IRIS, DWARF CRESTED (LATIN: CRISTATA) This dwarf crested iris is a low-growing, rapidly 
spreading plant that typically grows to 3-6” tall. It features pale blue, 
lilac or lavender iris flowers with gold crests on the falls. Full sun to part 
shade  Zone 3-9        
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IRIS, EDEN’S HARMONY (LATIN: ENSATA) The blooms are 6-9 in. across and appear in June in a 
wide range of colors. Adapts well to full sun or partial shade and moist 
soils. Ideal for use near the edge of a water garden or in water to 1 in. 
deep. White with a bluish to pink blush. Stamens pure white.  Grows to 
34” in height. Full sun  Zone 5 

= 

 

IRIS, EDEN’S PURPLE GLORY (LATIN: ENSATA) Adapts well to moist soils. Ideal for use near the edge 
of a water garden or in water to 1 in. deep. Deep blue with narrow 
yellow mark near throat. Stamens purple. Grows to 34” in height.  Full 
sun to part shade  Zone 5                                                         

 

 

      

IRIS, JAPANESE (LATIN: ENSATA) Japanese iris is a beardless perennial iris that grows in 
slowly expanding clumps to 2-4’ tall. Cultivars come in single, double 
and peony flowered forms in a wide range of colors including shades of 
blue, lavender, violet-red, pink and white. Blooms early to mid-summer.  
Full sun to part shade   Zone 4      

 



 

IRIS, PERRYS BLUE (LATIN: SIBIRICA) Perry's Blue' is a clump-forming, herbaceous perennial 
with narrow, strap-shaped, grey-green leaves and, in late spring and 
early summer, clear blue flowers with white and yellow markings and 
dark blue veins on the falls. Grows to the height of 2-4 ft. tall.  Full sun 
to part shade  Zone 4      

 

 

IRIS, RUFFLED VELVET (LATIN: SIBIRICA) The Siberian Iris are an easy, trouble-free group, q
 forming clumps of grassy foliage with a late spring display of butterfly-
like flowers. Plants are sturdy and upright, and seldom troubled by Iris 
borer. This mid-sized selection has rich, velvety deep purple flowers 
with gold markings. Excellent at the waterside, or in a moist border. Can 
grow to 2 ft. tall.  Full sun to part shade   Zone 2   

 

 

IRIS, SCAMP (LATIN: LOUISIANA) Scamp is a variety of Louisiana Iris with unique 
yellow signal on medium lavender fals. The flowers appear in spring on 
2-3 foot tall stems held above the striking foliage. Louisiana Iris are 
among the most durable in the iris culture. Full sun to part shade Zone 5 
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IRIS, SEA KNIGHT (LATIN: LOUISIANA) Very dark blue, orange line signal. Can grow to the 
height 23 inches. Early to mid-season. Full sun to part shade Zone 5-9. 

  

 

 

IRIS, SHOWDOWN (LATIN: SIBERICA) Beardless, late spring and early summer bloomer. 
Their graceful flowers and foliage make them particularly well suited for 
informal settings or blending with other perennials and shrubs. Wine-
red flowers. Grows to the height of 24-36 in. Full sun  Zone 3                       

   

      

JOE PYE WEED, BABY JOE (LATIN: EUPATORIUM DUBIUM) The perfect size for smaller gardens, 
this is a lovely midsized selection of Joe-Pye Weed. It forms a bushy 
upright mound of coarse dark-green leaves, bearing large umbrella-like 
heads of magenta-pink flowers in late summer. Suitable for planting in 
moist to wet areas. This plant grows to average height of 2.5’ tall. Full 
sun to partial shade   Zone 4-9    
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LAMBS EAR, HUMMELO (LATIN: STACHYS OFFICINALIS) Glossy, dark green leaves and tiny, rose-

lavender flowers which appear in dense spikes atop mostly leafless 
flowering stems rising well above the foliage mat to 1.5-2’ tall in 
summer. Remove spend flower stalks to encourage a second flush of 
blooms. Full sun  Zone 4-8                                 

 
 
 
LAVENDER, HIDCOTE BLUE (LATIN: LAVENDULA) A compact grower, this selection reaches 18 to 24 

inches tall with fragrant spikes of lavender flowers in summer. It is 
drought tolerant. It is ideal as a perennial in the border or as an herb in 
a kitchen garden.  Sun  Zone 5                                           

 
 
 
 
 
LAVENDER, MUNSTEAD (LATIN: LAVENDULA) An attractive, evergreen, bushy plant producing 

rich lavender flowers in summer amid aromatic, gray-green leaves. 
Matures at 12 to 18 inches tall and wide. Its dried flowers add a lovely 
fragrance to potpourri, soaps and perfumes.  Sun  Zone 5 
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LIGULARIA, THE ROCKET (LATIN: LIQULARIA)  This is a bold specimen perennial that needs a 

moist location. Plants form a clump of large, jagged-edged green leaves. 
Purplish black stems rise above in summer, bearing long spikes of 
bright-yellow daisy flowers. Superb for the back of the border, or at the 
waterside. Clumps may be divided in the spring, every 3 to 4 years. Can 
grow 4-6 ft. tall and 3 ft. wide.  Sun to part shade   Zone 4    

 
 

OBEDIENT, MS. MANNERS (LATIN: PHYSOSTEGIA VIRGINIANA) A notable for its well-behaved, non 
spreading habit. It is a compact, clumping form, with excellent 
secondary branching and good rebloom. Grows 2-2.5’ tall and wide. 
Pure white snapdragon-like flowers from June to September over deep 
green, glossy foliage. A nice late season addition to the garden for bees 
and hummingbirds. Full sun   Zone 3-9                              

 

PACHYSANDRA (LATIN: PACHYSANDRA TERMINALISA) shrubby, evergreen ground 
cover which grows 8-12" high and spreads to form a dense carpet of 
rich, dark green foliage. Tiny white flower spikes bloom in early spring. 
Flowers are not particularly showy, but on close inspection are quite 
attractive. Part shade to full shade   Zone 5-9   
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PEONY, ADRIENNE (LATIN: PAEONIA ADRIENNE) Midseason peony. Bright pink petals form 
a cup shape and has a yellow center. Dark green foliage. Excellent cut 
flower. Grows 3’ tall with a similar spread.  Full to part shade.  Zone 3

 

 

 

PEONY, ALEX FLEMING DR. (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) This peony is a shrubby plant that will 
typically grow to 3' tall by mid-spring, bloom, display attractive foliage 
throughout the summer and early fall, and then die to the ground after 
frost. An old standard that features very large, very fragrant, pink 
double flowers. Each plant will flower for approximately 7-10 days. Full 
sun   Zone 3-8      

 

 
 
 
PEONY, BOWL OF BEAUTY (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Cheerful peony blooms in fuchsia-pink 

with frilly, soft yellow centers brighten the late-spring garden. Perfect 
for a cut-flower arrangement, growing 2-3' tall. Foliage remains 
attractive all season long, even after the blooms are done. Full sun  
Zones 3-8     . 
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PEONY, CHINESE TREE (LATIN: PAEONIA SUFFRUTICOSA) Tree peonies truly are the rare jewels 

of the peony world. Woody stemmed, shrub like plants will grow to 
their mature size in 5 to 8 years. Blossoms will reach 5"-6" wide. Plants 
range from 2 1/2' to 5' tall. Provide light shade from the hot mid-day 
sun and protection from drying winds.    Zones 4-8    

 
  

PEONY, CORAL CHARM (LATIN: PAEONIA) Abundant, nostalgic, large, cup-shaped flowers 
emerge as a deep persimmon color and bloom out to elegant, coral-
cream colored, semi-double flowers with a slight fragrance as they 
mature. Quickly reaches 28-36” tall & 30” wide.  Attractive glossy, dark 
green foliage with smooth edges adds a charming element to beds and 
borders. Part to full sun  Zone 4-8                                       

 

PEONY, CORA LOUISE (LATIN: PAEONIA) Cora Louise is a Midseason Itoh hybrid Peony, semi-
double, white flowers with lavender to purple flares, slightly fragrant, 
good grower, attractive Peony plant for in the garden. It grows to 2½ 
feet tall and 3½ feet wide. Full sun  Zone 4  
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PEONY, DINNER PLATE (LATIN: PAEONIA) This peony has pink double blossoms, blooms in late 
midseason, approx. 33 - 43" tall, with a faint fragrance.  Aptly named 
because the flowers are enormous — up to 7" in diameter; beautiful, 
rose-form lilac pink blossoms; soft, mild fragrance; tall plant, strong 
grower; lush, dark green foliage; long, strong stems.  Full sun   Zone 4-9 

  

 

PEONY, DUCHESS DE (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) This peony cultivar is a shrubby plant 
that, each year, will typically grow to 3' tall by mid-spring, bloom, 
display attractive foliage throughout the summer and early fall, and 
then die to the ground after frost. An old standard that features large, 
very fragrant, double flowers with cupped, white guard petals and 
dense light yellow centers. Blooms in late mid-season. Full sun  Zone 3-8 

 

 

PEONY, FELIX CROUSSE (LATIN: PAEONIA) Very large and very fragrant large bomb-shaped 
brilliant ruby-red flowers bloom in spring above glossy green foliage. 
Grows 2 to 3’ tall and wide.  Great in mass plantings or as a specimen.  
Full sun   Zone 4-9      
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PEONY, FELIX SUPREME (LATIN: PAEONIA) Lightly fragrant, double ruby-red flowers bloom in 
spring above glossy dark green foliage. Has a rounded growth habit and 
matures at 2 to 3 feet tall and wide. Excellent in mass plantings or as a 
specimen.  Full sun   Zone 4-9          

 

 

 

PEONY, FESTIVA MAXIMA (LATIN: PAEONIA) Very large, white double flowers with a prominent 
crimson middle. Blooms in early spring on tall plants, 24-30” tall and 
wide. The flowers are fragrant and are excellent for cut flowers.  Full 
sun   Zone 4-9       

 

 

PEONY, JULES ELIE (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Pink, bomb-type double, very fragrant, 
midseason, 36" tall, lactiflora cultivar. These fragrant blossoms are a 
lively light rose-pink. This heirloom classic is a good cut flower. May 
need support.  Full sun  Zone 4-9      
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PEONY, KANSAS (LATIN: PAEONIA) Huge, carmine-red double flowers bloom mid to late 
spring on very strong erect stems. A fast grower matures at 1.5 to 2 feet 
tall and 2 to 3 feet wide. Considered the best double red Peony. 
Excellent in the garden or as a cut flower.  Full sun  Zone 4-9  

 

 

PEONY, KARL ROSENFIELD (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Considered by many to be the best red 
double; produces lots of flowers of a loose semi-rose form; large, 
intense cherry red blooms, with notched petal tips; some golden 
stamens showing through; lush foliage; may need staking; good garden 
and cut flower variety. Approx. 30 - 36" tall   Zone 4-9     

 

 

PEONY, KRINKLED WHITE (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) This single Japanese-style selection has 
delicate crinkled white petals, with a contrasting yellow center to the 
flower. Midseason/Late. Peonies seldom need to be divided or moved, 
but if necessary it should be carried out only in the fall. Trim off old 
stems to the ground in late fall, to help prevent disease problems. 



Grows 2 ½ to 3 feet tall.  Sun Zone 2               

 

         

PEONY, PAULA FAY (LATIN: PAEONIA) Vibrant bright pink semi-double flower with yellow 
centers make choice cut flowers. Fast growing 2 1/2 to 3 ft. tall and 
wide. Full sun   Zone 4 - 8        

 

 

 

PEONY, PINK DAWN (LATIN: PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Plants form an upright bush of dark 
green leaves that stays attractive all season. This single Japanese-style 
selection has large bright pink petals that are speckled with deeper pink 
surrounding a golden-yellow center. Approx. 3’ tall and wide. 
Midseason. Full sun   Zone 4      

       

PEONY, RED MAGIC (PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Prized for their large, colorful and fragrant 
blooms. Plants form an upright bush of dark green leaves, remaining 
attractive all season. This double-flowered selection has very full 
flowers of rich cranberry red. Grows 2-2.5’ tall and wide. Midseason. 
Trim off old stems to the ground in late fall, to help prevent disease 

http://www.monrovia.com/plant-catalog/search/?cold_zone=4%2C8
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problems. Full sun   Zone 2-9                                 

 

 

PEONY, SARAH BERNHARDT (PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) This Peony has very large, apple-blossom rose-
pink blooms, with silver tips. Lots of blooms make it a beautiful 
heirloom and a very good cut flower. Flowers are borne on strong stems 
in spring to hold the blooms upright. Grows 18 to 24 inches tall and 
wide. Sun  Zone 3              

      

PEONY, SHIRLEY TEMPLE (PAEONIA LACTIFLORA) Prized for their large, colorful and fragrant 
blooms. Plants form an upright bush of dark green leaves, remaining 
attractive all season. Grows to about 3’ tall and wide. This unique 
double selection features white flowers, the petals blushed and dappled 
with soft pink. Midseason Full sun   Zone 2-9

 

PEONY, TREE ASSORTED (LATIN: PAEONIA SUFFRUTICOSA) Tree peonies truly are the rare jewels 
of the peony world. Woody stemmed, shrub like plants will grow to 
their mature size in 5 to 8 years. Blossoms will reach 5"-6" wide. Plants 
range from 2 1/2' to 5' tall. Provide light shade from the hot mid-day 
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sun and protection from drying winds.    Zones 4-8         

 

 

PHLOX, CREEPING (LATIN: SUBULATA) Creeping phlox is a vigorous, spreading, mat-
forming, sun-loving phlox that grows to only 6” tall but spreads to 24” 
wide. It is noted for its creeping habit.  Full sun  Zone 3-9   

 

 

PHLOX, GLAMOUR GIRL (LATIN: PANICULATA)  The large clusters of bright coral pink blooms are 
a glamorous addition to your garden. The beautiful thing about this Tall 
Phlox is its ability to stand up to powdery mildew. Keep your eyes on 
the watch for a flurry of butterflies and hummingbirds. This plant grows 
2-3 feet tall. Full sun  Zone 3      

 

 

 

PHLOX, LAURA (LATIN: PHLOX PANICULATA) This beautiful phlox blooms in mid-
summer with round heads of large, lavender-purple flowers that are 
delightfully fragrant. The foliage is mildew resistant and this perennial 
grows easily in compost enriched garden soil. 24-30" tall x 18" wide.  
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Full sun  Zone 4-8            

 

  

 

PHLOX, STARFIRE (LATIN: PHLOX PANICULATA)  The large Hydrangea-like flower clusters 
of Summer Phlox create a spectacular show in the summer border. 
Sweetly fragrant as well, the flowers waft their scent over quite a 
distance. This selection has cherry-red flowers, and wonderful dark 
bronzy-red leaves. This plant grows 2-3 feet tall.  Full sun Zone 3-9

 

    

PINCUSH FL, BUTTERFLY BLUE (LATIN: SCABIOSA) Soft lavender-blue pincushion flowers begin to 
appear in early summer and continue blooming non-stop into late fall. 
Removing faded flowers will ensure continued blooming. Attractive to 
butterflies. Drought tolerant once established. Grows 12-18” tall.  Full 
sun   Zone 4      

 

 

    

POKER PLANT, FIRE DANCE (LATIN: KNIPHOFIA HIRSUTA) Features fiery coral red and yellow flower 
spikes with narrow, arching blue-green foliage. Loves it hot and dry, but 
does require additional water when in bloom.  Grows to 20” tall.  Full 
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sun   Zone 4                                                       

 

 

PRIMROSE, FIREWORKS (LATIN: OENOTHERA FRUTICOSA) Sundrops is a beautiful name for this 
glowing chalice of a flower. Blooming for two months starting in early 
summer and continuing as new flowers open every day. Fall brings 
flashy burgundy foliage. It is right at home as an easy-care bright edging 
or groundcover. Grows 1.5’ tall and wide.  Full sun   Zone 4-9

 

 

 

PRIMROSE, LEMON SILVER (LATIN: OENOTHERA MACROCARPA FREEMANTII) Plants form a low 
mat of silvery-blue leaves, bearing huge lemon-yellow crepe textured 
flowers that seem to float right on top. Sundrops prefer hot, dry sites 
and will tolerate poor soils so long as drainage is adequate. Remove 
faded flowers to encourage repeating. Grows 4-6” tall with a 12-18” 
spread. Full sun   Zone 4-9                                    

 

RODGERSFLWR, BRZ PEACOCK (LATIN: RODGERSIA PINNATA) Darkest foliage of any Rodgersia. The 
leaves are thick, glossy, indented and make a great sculptural addition 
to your woodland garden. Huge bronze leaves emerge like a peacocks 
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tail in spring followed by fluffy pink flowers. Grows in a compact form 
1-2’ tall with a 3’ spread.  Equally dark and dramatic seed heads are 
long lasting and showy. Sun to part shade   Zone 5-8 

  
RUBECKIA, PRAIRIE GLOW (LATIN: RUBECKIA TRILOBA) A real beauty for the summer and autumn 

garden. A mass of small, black-eyed daisies are well spaced out all over 
a bush 3-4 ft tall like a warm glowing sunset. The new flowers are 
reddish with yellow tips but as they mature the red bleeds until no two 
flowers are alike. A plant that manages impact without being over 
dense. July-September. Full sun   Zone 3    

 

 

RUSSIAN SAGE (LATIN: PEROVSKIA ATRIPLICIFOLIA) Shrubby, aromatic, gray-green 
Russian Sage with pale blue summer flowers. Makes a striking plant for 
the border. Tolerates some drought and thrives in heat and full sun. 
Grows 2-3 feet tall and wide. Attracts butterflies.  Full sun    Zone 5  

 

 

RUSSIAN SAGE, DEN. & LACE (LATIN: PEROVSKIA ATRIPLICIFOLIA) Strong stems, compact upright 
habit and prolific flowering! Bright lilac-blue, lacy flowers are held  
closely-spaced for a very full effect. Blooms on gray-green aromatic 
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leaves. Denim ‘n Lace is heat and drought tolerant and perfectly sized 
for most garden spaces. Grows 2 ½ to 3’ tall and wide.  Full sun   Zone 4

 

RUSSIAN SAGE, LITTLE (LATIN: PEROVSKIA ATRIPLICIFOLIA) This dwarf Russian sage has 
lavender-blue flowers and silvery foliage. Selected for its upright habit 
that prevents it from leaning in the landscape. Starts blooming in late 
summer and continues through autumn. Grows to about 25” and 18” 
wide.  Full sun   Zone 4-9              

 

 

SALVIA, BLUE DIMENSION  (LATIN: NEMOROSA) They are compact plants that typically grow in 
erect but spreading clumps to 12" tall and to 18" wide. New Dimension 
Blue produces deep and intense violet-blue blooms that appear in 
dense, narrow, terminal spikes rising well above the foliage clump over 
a long May to August bloom period. Full sun   Zone 5-8

 

 

 

 

 

SALVIA, BUMBLEBERRY (LATIN: NEMOROSA) Quite compact, produces dark wine purple stems 
and eye-catching spikes of dark fuchsia-pink flowers in early summer. 
Showy, undemanding, this hardy salvia cultivar provides intense color 
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and impact. Grows 12” tall with a 12-14” spread. Full sun  Zone 3

 

 

 

SALVIA, BUMBLE SKY (LATIN: NEMOROSA)  Produces light sky blue flowers on a low, rounded 
habit of healthy, deep green foliage. If you've ever had the opportunity 
to walk in a garden of Salvia in late spring, you know that bumblebees 
and other pollinators swarm to this perennial in droves. Grows 18-20” 
tall with a 14-16” spread.  Full sun  Zone 3         

 

 

SALVIA, DIMESION ROSE (LATIN: NEMOROSA) This Dutch strain is compact, with chubby spikes of 
bright rose-pink flowers. Grows 8-10” tall with a 12-18” spread. 
Remove faded blooms to encourage repeat flowering. Drought tolerant 
once established. Can be clipped back hard after blooming, to 
rejuvenate the foliage. Attractive to both butterflies and hummingbirds. 
Ideal for the border edge or in containers. Full sun   Zone 3

 

 

SALVIA, MAY NIGHT (LATIN: SYLVESTRIS MAINACHT) A clumping perennial producing dark, 
dense flower spikes in early summer amid gray-green leaves. Grows to 
18 to 24 inches tall and wide. Deadhead for rebloom. Attracts 
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hummingbirds and butterflies.  Full sun   Zone 4  

 

 

 

SEDUM, ANGELINA (LATIN: SEDUM TUPESTRE) Brilliant needle-shaped golden yellow 
foliage with orange tips in autumn. Flowers are bright yellow and bloom 
in summer. A mat-forming vigorous grower reaches 3 to 6 inches high 
and 24 inches wide in a single year. Full sun   Zone 3    

 

 

SEDUM, AUTUMN CHARM (LATIN: TELEPHIUM) Autumn Charm has light green leaves with a 
buttery white band on the serrated edges of each leaf. Very stable and 
incredibly showy. White buds open to rosy pink, and then brick red 
tones develop in the flower heads as fall arrives.  It grows to the height 
of 18” tall.  Good winter interest. Deer resistant.  Full sun    Zone 3      

 

 

SEDUM, AUTUMN FIRE (LATIN: SPECTABILE) Autumn Fire sedum is a cultivar that grows up to 2 
feet tall and 18 inches wide with large showy pink blooms that 
eventually change to red. This drought tolerant plant blooms from late 
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summer to early fall. Full sun   Zone 3-9     

 

 

      
SEDUM, BLUE SPRUCE (LATIN: REFLEXUM) Steel blue .5-inch long needle-like foliage grows to 

4 inches tall with a spread of 12 inches. Has yellow flowers in summer. 
A great groundcover and great for mixed containers. Heat and drought 
tolerant.  Full sun  Zone 3       

 

 

SEDUM, DAZZLEBERRY (LATIN: HYLOTELEPHIUM) Large, 6 - 8-inch raspberry flowerheads 
bloom late summer through fall creating a carpet of color. Blue foliage 
has smoky-charcoal overtones retained through heat and humidity. 
Matures at 8 inches tall and quickly spreads to 18in. wide. Sun Zone 3 

                  

 

   

 

 

SEDUM, FIRECRACKER This groundcover type of Sedum has red foliage with large medium pink 
blooms in late summer through fall. Low, and compact, growing 6 to 8 
inches tall and 16 to 18 inches wide. Excellent as a groundcover or for 
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mass plantings. Sun  Zone 3          

      

 
 
 
SEDUM, LIME TWISTER Lime Twister is a compact cultivar with variegated cream and green 

foliage which persists for 7 months during the growing season. The 
cream-colored edges turn to red during cool spring and fall weather. 
Bright pink flowers show in late summer. Grows 6-9” tall with a 12-18” 
spread.  Full sun  Zone 4          

 
 
 
SEDUM, LIME ZINGER Lime Zinger is a hardy, compact cultivar with small lime-green leaves 

outlined in bright cherry-red, which persists for 7 months during the 
growing season. The foliage is small, upright and rounded. Pink flowers 
appear in late summer lasting several weeks. Grows 6-9” tall with a 12-
18” spread.  Full sun   Zone 4               

 
 
 
 
 
 
SEDUM, MR. GOODBUD (LATIN: SPECTABILE) Tight foliage and strongly contrasting colors 

between its light buds and dark mauve flowers. Rich tones and great 
foliage that grows to about 18” tall. Upright habit and short stature. 
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Full sun  Zone 4     

 
 
 
 
SEDUM, NEON (LATIN: SPECTABILE) Neon typically grows in upright to slightly 

spreading clumps to 15-20” tall. Dense masses of tiny, star-like, bright 
neon pink flowers bloom in large, rounded, flattened heads atop stout 
stems clad with fleshy, rounded, succulent-like, light gray-green leaves. 
Long late summer to fall bloom period. Full sun   Zone 3-9    

    
 

 

SPIDERWORT, SWEET KATE (LATIN: TRADESKANTIA) Sweet Kate is a compact, clump-forming, 
hybrid spiderwort that is noted for its unique yellow foliage. It typically 
grows to 12” tall. Three-petaled, purplish-blue flowers accented by 
contrasting yellow stems. Individual flowers open up only a few at a 
time, each for only one day, blooming in succession from May into 
summer. Full sun to part shade   Zone 4-9             

 

STOKES ASTER, HONEY SONG (LATIN: STOKESIA LAEVIS) Has a leathery, strap-like leaves that form a 
clump at the base with huge true royal purple daisy-like flowers with a 
hint of red at the end of the stem. The purple flowers bloom from July 
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until frost and have a plant height of 14” and a plant spread of 18-24”. 
Full sun   Zone 5-9     

 

 

STOKES ASTER, PEACH. PICK (LATIN: STOKESIA LAEVIS) A compact, late-blooming Stokes aster 
cultivar that features fluffy, cornflower-like blue flowers on generally 
erect, leafy stems growing to 12-18” tall. Rosettes are generally 
evergreen in warm winter climates. Long mid-summer to early fall 
bloom. Full sun   Zone 5      

 

 

THREADLEAF BLUESTAR (LATIN: AMSONIA HUBRICHTII)   An erect, clump-forming plant that is 
primarily grown in cultivation for its blue spring flowers, feathery green 
summer foliage and golden fall color. Powdery blue, star-like flowers 
appear in terminal clusters in late spring atop stems rising to 3' tall. Full 
sun to part shade    Zone 5-8     

 

 
 
 

VERONICA, HOCUS POCUS (LATIN: VERONICA) A clump-forming speedwell cultivar that that is 
noted for producing narrow, wand-like, unusually long, violet purple 
flower spikes which sway above the foliage on stems rising to 16-20" 
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tall. Flowers bloom from June to August. Full sun  Zone 4

 

 

YARROW, STRAWB. SEDUCT (LATIN: ACHILLEA) Plants are midsized and upright, with very uniform 
blooming over a long season. This selection has clusters of rich 
strawberry-red flowers, each with a tiny yellow eye. Excellent for 
cutting. Nice in the border and for massed planting. Deadheading faded 
blooms should encourage more buds to form over a long season. Grows 
18-20” tall with an 18-23” spread. Full sun  Zone 4-9 

  

 

 

YARROW, SUNNY SEDUCT.  (LATIN: ACHILLEA) Plants are midsized and upright, with very uniform 
blooming over a long season. This selection has clusters of soft butter-
yellow flowers, with grey-green foliage. Nice in the border and for 
massed planting. Deadheading faded blooms should encourage more 
buds to form. Grows 23-29” tall with a 23-27” spread.  Likely to prove 
hardy down to Zone 3 or colder. Full sun  Zone 4-9 
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